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Accurate Docking Arm Port

Replace kit part 27 with a replacement
that accurately the ﬁlming miniature
as it appeared in the ﬁlm. (The kit part
is based on a quick “repair” that was
done to the miniature before it was put
up for auction.)
Special thanks to Adam Johnson both for his 2001:
The Lost Science books, which were a wealth of
fantastic references, and for his help detailing items
not covered in them.
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Cut to 4-1/2” tall and 7-1/4” wide, then fold to 3-5/8” wide with color side out.
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Kit Part 27
This Replacement
Part
To install, simply replace kit part 27 with the
supplied part (see instruction step 26, Upper
Dome).
NOTE: regular styrene cement is not compatible
with this 3D printed part. Use cyanoacrylate (AKA
“super glue”) or epoxy cement.
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